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If you ally craving such a referred Learning Articulate Storyline book that will manage to pay for you worth, get the certainly best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you desire to droll books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are moreover launched, from best seller to one of the most current
released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all books collections Learning Articulate Storyline that we will unconditionally offer. It is not in the region of the costs. Its very nearly what you infatuation currently. This Learning Articulate Storyline, as one of the most dynamic sellers here will agreed be along with the best options to review.

How to Fight a Bear . . . and Win Aug 24 2019 A humorous guide to surviving in the wilderness, that also might make you want to avoid the wilderness forever. For more than twenty-five years, Uncle John’s Bathroom Reader has helped you learn amazing things you didn’t know. Now, Uncle John will show you how to do things you
didn’t know how to do . . . and probably should never, never, never actually do, unless you’re in a survival situation and really, really, really need to do. It’s How to Fight a Bear . . . and Win. A new approach to survival guides and how-to books, this book provides step-by-step instructions for how to make do in any rugged terrain. But if
you’re expecting “how to start a fire,” think again. This isn’t the kind of book that will tell you how to make a fire by rubbing two sticks together—it will tell you how to make a fire using a car battery. It will also tell you: · How to swing from a vine like Tarzan · How to land an airplane in an emergency · How to fight a bear . . . and win ·
How to perform emergency surgery in the woods · How to identify what insects you can—and cannot—eat And lots, lots more
E-learning Uncovered Sep 29 2022 The E-Learning Uncovered series is designed to give you the maximum amount of information in the minimum amount of time. You'll learn about virtually every check box, every menu, and every option in Articulate Storyline 360. But we don't just tell you HOW to check that box or click that menu;
we also tell you WHY you might or might not want to. Brand new users will learn all the basics of how to get started: scenes, slides, graphics, layers, states, questions, and screen recordings. Intermediate users will uncover the more powerful tools to create advanced interactions: actions, variables, and conditions-all in one book! Everyone
will benefit from the special tips and insider secrets that let you do more and save time. Look for: Design Tips: instructional design, graphic design, and usability tips that give you insight on how to implement the different features of the software. Power Tips: advanced tips and secrets that can help you take your production to the next
level. Time Savers: software shortcuts and ways to streamline your production efforts and save you time. Bright Ideas: special explanations and ideas for getting more out of the software. Cautions: "lessons learned the hard way" that you can use to avoid common problems. Web Resources: the free companion website includes useful
resources such as reference guides and practice files. This edition features Storyline 360 version 3.0.9239.
Articulate Storyline 3 & 360 Jan 22 2022 Articulate Storyline 3 & 360: Beyond the Essentials: Second Edition Take Your Articulate Storyline eLearning Projects To New Heights With This Step-by-Step Approach to Learning! If you read our "Articulate Storyline 3 & 360: The Essentials" book, then you already know how to plan
eLearning projects, create Articulate Storyline projects from scratch, record screen actions, add interactivity, work with hotspots and triggers, add audio, work with variables, add quizzes, and publish content. So what else could there possibly be to learn about Storyline? Think custom themes and templates. Think motion paths. Think
animations and states! Done thinking? We're not... think sliders, dials, forced navigation, random quizzes, and video controls. During this step-by-step workbook, you'll also learn about adding accessibility, and reporting to a Learning Management System. Master Articulate Storyline using IconLogic's proven "skills and drills" approach to
learning. This book features: All of the Articulate Storyline projects, images, audio files, and other assets to get started (Just download the Storyline free 30-day trial software from the Articulate website and jump in!) Dozens of step-by-step, hands-on activities Confidence Checks to challenge your new skills Hundreds of supporting screen
shots
The ELearning Designer's Handbook Jul 16 2021 LEARN HOW TO DESIGN ELEARNING THAT DELIVERS RESULTS (AND DOESN'T SUCK)! When you're tasked with creating your very first eLearning course, it can be hard (and downright scary) trying to figure out where to begin. You likely have a million questions running
through your head. How do you plan your project and set it up for success? How do you collect learning content from your subject matter experts? Why do you need an eLearning storyboard, and how do you write one? How do you develop a prototype of your eLearning course? And, what the heck is a prototype anyway? When and
where should you include interactivity? When should you let your SMEs review your course? And what's a "SME" again? And what do you do when they don't give you feedback? Trying to get answers to all of these questions can quickly leave you saying to yourself, "I don't think I'm cut out for this eLearning thing!" But, here's some
good news: you're not alone! The truth is, most eLearning designers entered fell, stumbled, and dropped into the world of eLearning entirely by accident. This is where the second edition of The eLearning Designer's Handbook can help! In this book, Tim Slade will show you that the eLearning development process doesn't have to be as
complicated as it might seem. If you're new to eLearning, Tim will walk you through the complete eLearning design and development process, providing you practical tips and advice, based on his own experience working as an eLearning designer for over a decade. With the second edition of The eLearning Designer's Handbook, you'll
discover how to... Plan your eLearning project by conducting a kickoff meeting with your stakeholders. Conduct a needs analysis and recommend a training solution. Draft an eLearning project plan and development timeline. Define the learning objectives and create a blended training solution. Collect and organize your learning content
into a design document. Create a course outline and draft a storyboard of your eLearning course. Create a prototype and develop your course with an eLearning authoring tool. Incorporate interactivity into your eLearning course. Reduce cognitive load and increase learning retention. Deliver and measure the effectiveness of your
eLearning course. Conduct a retrospective at the end of your project. So, what's new in the second edition? With the second edition of The eLearning Designer's Handbook, Tim Slade went back to the drawing board to rewrite and redesign every single page of the book. Not only does the second edition include a boatload of new content
on instructional design best practices, but it also includes even more practical content geared towards new eLearning designers. With the second edition of The eLearning Designer's Handbook, you'll get... 3X more content Full-color print Real-world examples More tools and templates
Design For How People Learn Mar 31 2020 Products, technologies, and workplaces change so quickly today that everyone is continually learning. Many of us are also teaching, even when it's not in our job descriptions. Whether it's giving a presentation, writing documentation, or creating a website or blog, we need and want to share our
knowledge with other people. But if you've ever fallen asleep over a boring textbook, or fast-forwarded through a tedious e-learning exercise, you know that creating a great learning experience is harder than it seems. In Design For How People Learn, you'll discover how to use the key principles behind learning, memory, and attention to
create materials that enable your audience to both gain and retain the knowledge and skills you're sharing. Using accessible visual metaphors and concrete methods and examples, Design For How People Learn will teach you how to leverage the fundamental concepts of instructional design both to improve your own learning and to engage
your audience.
The Accidental Instructional Designer Feb 20 2022 Don't create boring e-learning! Cammy Bean presents a fresh, modern take on instructional design for e-learning. Filled with her personal insights and tips, The Accidental Instructional Designer covers nearly every aspect of the e-learning design process, including understanding
instructional design, creating scenarios, building interactivity, designing visuals, and working with SMEs. You'll learn all about the CBT Lady and how to avoid her instructional design mistakes. Along the way, you'll hear from a few other accidental instructional designers, get ideas for your own projects, and find resources and references
to take your own practice to the next level. The Accidental Instructional Designer is perfect for the learning professional or instructional designer who is just getting started with e-learning—or the more experienced practitioner looking for new ideas. In addition to sharing proven techniques and strategies, this book: covers best practices
and what to avoid when designing an e-learning program presents e-learning in action through various case studies shows how you can go from being an accidental instructional designer to an intentional one.
Articulate Storyline 2 Mar 12 2021 Take Your Articulate Storyline eLearning Projects To New Heights With This Step-by-Step Approach to Learning... If you read our "Articulate Storyline 2: The Essentials" book, then you already know how to plan eLearning projects, create Storyline projects from scratch, record screen actions, add
interactivity, work with hotspots and triggers, add audio, work with variables, add quizzes, and publish content. So what else could there possibly be to learn about Articulate Storyline? Think custom themes and templates. Think custom navigation. Think gamification! Done thinking? We're not... think video controls and custom slides,
random quizzes, and incorporating JavaScript. During this step-by-step workbook, you'll learn about adding accessibility, and reporting to a Learning Management System. Master Articulate Storyline using IconLogic's proven "skills and drills" approach to learning. This book features: All of the Articulate Storyline projects, images, audio
files, and other assets to get started (Just download the Storyline free 30-day trial software from the Articulate website and jump in!) Dozens of step-by-step, hands-on activities Confidence Checks to challenge your new skills Hundreds of supporting screen shots
Leaving ADDIE for SAM May 02 2020 The ADDIE process is past its prime. It was developed long before Agile and other iterative processes that have introduced greater efficiencies in design and development, fostered more creativity, and addressed effective stakeholder involvement. Leaving ADDIE for SAM introduces two new
concepts—SAM, the Successive Approximation Model, and the Savvy Start. Together, they incorporate contemporary design and development processes that simplify instructional design and development, yielding more energetic and effective learning experiences.
This book is a must-read for all learning professionals who have a desire to let go of outdated methodologies and start creating better, faster training products today.
E-Learning Uncovered Dec 21 2021 Please note this book is for Storyline version 1.: The E-Learning Uncovered series is designed to give you the maximum amount of information in the minimum amount of time. You'll learn about virtually every check box, every menu, and every option in Articulate Storyline. But we don't just tell you
HOW to check that box or click that menu; we also tell you WHY you might or might not want to. Brand new users will learn all the basics of how to get started: scenes, slides, graphics, layers, states, questions, and screen recordings. Intermediate users will uncover the more powerful tools to create advanced interactions: actions,
variables, and conditions-all in one book! Everyone will benefit from the special tips and insider secrets that let you do more and save time. Look for: Design Tips: instructional design, graphic design, and usability tips that give you insight on how to implement the different features of the software. Power Tips: advanced tips and secrets
that can help you take your production to the next level. Time Savers: software shortcuts and ways to streamline your production efforts and save you time. Bright Ideas: special explanations and ideas for getting more out of the software. Cautions: "lessons learned the hard way" that you can use to avoid common problems. Web
Resources: the free companion website includes useful resources such as reference guides and practice files. "This well-organized book appears to cover the full functionality of Storyline. They leave no stone unturned. ... If you're looking for a Storyline reference and manual filled with super tips, you'll be happy with E-Learning
Uncovered: Articulate Storyline." - Connie Malamed, the eLearning coach
E-Learning Uncovered: Articulate Storyline 360 Apr 24 2022 This 2nd edition has been updated to include the latest features in Storyline 360 such as closed captioning, random variables, and publishing to video. The E-Learning Uncovered series is designed to give you the maximum amount of information in the minimum amount of
time. You'll learn about virtually every check box, every menu, and every option in Articulate Storyline 360. But we don't just tell you HOW to check that box or click that menu; we also tell you WHY you might or might not want to. Brand new users will learn all the basics of how to get started: scenes, slides, graphics, layers, states,
questions, and screen recordings. Intermediate users will uncover the more powerful tools to create advanced interactions: actions, variables, and conditions-all in one book! Everyone will benefit from the special tips and insider secrets that let you do more and save time. Look for: Design Tips: instructional design, graphic design, and
usability tips that give you insight on how to implement the different features of the software. Power Tips: advanced tips and secrets that can help you take your production to the next level. Time Savers: software shortcuts and ways to streamline your production efforts and save you time. Bright Ideas: special explanations and ideas for
getting more out of the software. Cautions: "lessons learned the hard way" that you can use to avoid common problems. Web Resources: the free companion website includes useful resources such as reference guides and practice files. This edition features Storyline 360 version 3.13.15006.0.
First Principles of Instruction Jul 24 2019 This handy resource describes and illustrates the concepts underlying the “First Principles of Instruction” and illustrates First Principles and their application in a wide variety of instructional products. The book introduces the e3 Course Critique Checklist that can be used to evaluate existing
instructional product. It also provides directions for applying this checklist and illustrates its use for a variety of different kinds of courses. The Author has also developed a Pebble-in-the-Pond instructional design model with an accompanying e3 ID Checklist. This checklist enables instructional designers to design and develop
instructional products that more adequately implement First Principles of Instruction.
Microinteractions May 14 2021 It's the little things that make the difference between a good digital product and a great one. In this insightful book, author Dan Saffer shows you how to design microinteractions: the small details that exist inside and around features. How do you turn on mute? How do you know you have a new email
message? How can you change a setting? These moments can change a product from one that's tolerated into one that's treasured. Learn how to create effective and enjoyable microinteractions by using triggers, rules, loops and modes, and feedback.
Design Thinking for Training and Development Jun 22 2019 Better Learning Solutions Through Better Learning Experiences When training and development initiatives treat learning as something that occurs as a one-time event, the learner and the business suffer. Using design thinking can help talent development professionals ensure
learning sticks to drive improved performance. Design Thinking for Training and Development offers a primer on design thinking, a human-centered process and problem-solving methodology that focuses on involving users of a solution in its design. For effective design thinking, talent development professionals need to go beyond the
UX, the user experience, and incorporate the LX, the learner experience. In this how-to guide for applying design thinking tools and techniques, Sharon Boller and Laura Fletcher share how they adapted the traditional design thinking process for training and development projects. Their process involves steps to: • Get perspective. • Refine
the problem. • Ideate and prototype. • Iterate (develop, test, pilot, and refine). • Implement. Design thinking is about balancing the three forces on training and development programs: learner wants and needs, business needs, and constraints. Learn how to get buy-in from skeptical stakeholders. Discover why taking requests for training,

gathering the perspective of stakeholders and learners, and crafting problem statements will uncover the true issue at hand. Two in-depth case studies show how the authors made design thinking work. Job aids and tools featured in this book include: • a strategy blueprint to uncover what a stakeholder is trying to solve • an empathy map to
capture the learner’s thoughts, actions, motivators, and challenges • an experience map to better understand how the learner performs. With its hands-on, use-it-today approach, this book will get you started on your own journey to applying design thinking.
SAP Enable Now Development Feb 29 2020 Use the SAP Enable Now software application to create high-quality training material and in-application help.
Map It Sep 05 2020 No more information dumps Map It helps you turn training requests into projects that make a real difference. You'll learn how to: Help the client identify what's really causing the performance problem. Determine the role (if any ) of training. Create realistic activities that help people practice what they need to do, not
just show what they know. Choose the best format for each activity -- online, projected to a group, on paper, as a small-group activity, over email... Provide each activity at the best time -- in the workflow, available on demand, spaced over time... Let people pull the information they need to complete the activity -- no more information
dumps Enjoy creating challenging activities that people want to complete. Show how your project has improved the performance of the organization. Using humor and lots of examples, Map It walks you through action mapping, a visual approach to needs analysis and training design. Organizations around the world use action mapping to
improve performance with targeted, efficient training. Try sample activities, download job aids, and learn more at map-it-book.com.
E-Learning Fundamentals Oct 19 2021 This ultimate roadmap covers the entire e-learning landscape. Why do we even need e-learning? What is an LMS? How do I write a storyboard? If you’re delving into e-learning and are coming up with more questions than answers, this guide is the high-level overview you’ve been looking for. In
this book, e-learning development experts and educators Diane Elkins and Desirée Pinder deliver a comprehensive examination of the e-learning process from the ground up.
SAP SuccessFactors Learning Jan 10 2021 From routine training to certification updates, this book shows you how SAP SuccessFactors handles learning management. Configure and use key SAP SuccessFactors Learning functionality: instructor-led training, content management, on-the-job training, and more. Apply experts' best
practices so your SAP SuccessFactors Learning implementation project makes the grade-Gamification: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Jul 04 2020 Serious games provide a unique opportunity to engage students more fully than traditional teaching approaches. Understanding the best way to utilize games and play in an educational setting is imperative for effectual learning in the twenty-first century.
Gamification: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications investigates the use of games in education, both inside and outside of the classroom, and how this field once thought to be detrimental to student learning can be used to augment more formal models. This four-volume reference work is a premier source for educators,
administrators, software designers, and all stakeholders in all levels of education.
Articulate Storyline 360: The Essentials Jul 28 2022 Learn Articulate Storyline 360 fast with this step-by-step, project-based workbook! Articulate Storyline is one of the hottest eLearning development tools in the world. This hands-on, step-by-step workbook will teach you the essential Storyline skills necessary to create effective,
interactive, and engaging eLearning courses. This hands-on book, which most people can finish in a few short days, contains tons of activities and supporting screenshots. There are even challenge exercises (Confidence Checks) that will put your new-found skills to the test. You'll learn how to create projects from scratch, how to work
with slides, add scenes, add and format text, images, characters, and videos. There are lessons that will teach you how to add interactivity to slides via buttons, triggers, text entry areas, and hotspots. Learn about variables and how they allow you to create personalized eLearning. Enhance the learner experience by recording, importing, and
editing audio. Gauge the effectiveness of your eLearning by adding quizzes. Then you'll publish Storyline projects for the widest possible audience. This book features: All of the Articulate Storyline projects, images, audio files, videos, and other eLearning assets needed to get started (Just download the Storyline free 30-day trial software
from the Articulate website and jump in!) Dozens of step-by-step, hands-on activities Confidence Checks to challenge your new skills Hundreds of supporting screenshots
The Business Side of Learning Design and Technologies Nov 07 2020 The Business Side of Learning Design and Technologies provides a ready reference with actionable tools and techniques for recognizing the impact of learning design/technology decisions at the project, business unit, and organizational levels. Written for early- and
mid-career learning designers and developers as well as students and researchers in instructional/learning design and technology programs, this volume focuses on the business issues underlying the selection, design, implementation, and evaluation of learning opportunities. Using scholarly and practitioner research, interviews with
Learning and Development thought leaders, and the author’s own experience, readers will learn how to speak the language of business to demonstrate the value of learning design and technologies.
StoryTraining Dec 29 2019 Change Your Training Narrative As a trainer, you try to facilitate connections for learners, knowing you must first make connections for yourself. One way to do that is to be a storyteller. But how do you tell stories? How do you find stories to tell? StoryTraining: Selecting and Shaping Stories That Connect
explores how to find your stories and deliver them for learners, ultimately strengthening the storyteller you already are. The challenge with storytelling, according to author Hadiya Nuriddin, is in finding a story to tell. This book focuses on that elusive part of storytelling—finding the stories lurking everywhere and telling them. Hadiya
shows you how by pulling from other disciplines, especially literature and creative writing, to help you select, structure, shape, and tell stories that can facilitate connections between you, your learners, and the material. You’ll learn about the characteristics of stories that are most useful for facilitating learning, and understand what each
looks like in practice. StoryTraining also includes helpful checklists as well as the author’s surefire tips, diagrams for story timelining, and favorite story models. Given the push to make training more relevant, storytelling ability will continue to be in high demand. If you yearn to find your own stories—and to successfully engage with
learners and others—this is the facilitation book you have been waiting for.
ISpring Suite 10 Dec 09 2020 Learn iSpring Suite 10 in Just One Day Using IconLogic's Proven "Skills and Drills" Approach to Learning. iSpring Suite is a PowerPoint-based authoring toolkit that allows developers to create mobile-friendly eLearning courses. Step-by-step instructions guide you through the process of creating new
iSpring Suite eLearning projects from PowerPoint presentations. You'll learn how to import images, videos, and how to both record and edit voiceover audio. Record video demonstrations of just about anything you can do on your computer complete with editable annotations. Create Dialog Simulations using supplied iSpring Studio assets
including background images, icons, and Characters. Add Learner Interactions and Quizzes to make your eLearning projects as engaging as possible. Learn how to publish finished projects as HTML5 or as a video your courses can be used on web servers or with video services like YouTube or Vimeo. Set up your projects so that report
scores to SCORM- or AICC-compliant Learning Management Systems. This book features: All of the iSpring Suite 10 projects, images, videos, audio files, and other assets needed to get started (Just purchase or download the free iSpring Suite trial software from iSpring's website and jump in!) Dozens of step-by-step, hands-on activities
Confidence Checks to challenge your new skills Hundreds of supporting screenshots
Leading the Learning Revolution Jan 28 2020 Explains how to get involved in the continuing adult education industry, covering such topics as creating business models for the online learning landscape, promoting content, creating an action plan, and converting prospects to customers.
Learning Online Oct 26 2019 At a time when more and more of what people learn both in formal courses and in everyday life is mediated by technology, Learning Online provides a much-needed guide to different forms and applications of online learning. This book describes how online learning is being used in both K-12 and higher
education settings as well as in learning outside of school. Particular online learning technologies, such as MOOCs (massive open online courses), multi-player games, learning analytics, and adaptive online practice environments, are described in terms of design principles, implementation, and contexts of use. Learning Online synthesizes
research findings on the effectiveness of different types of online learning, but a major message of the book is that student outcomes arise from the joint influence of implementation, context, and learner characteristics interacting with technology--not from technology alone. The book describes available research about how best to
implement different forms of online learning for specific kinds of students, subject areas, and contexts. Building on available evidence regarding practices that make online and blended learning more effective in different contexts, Learning Online draws implications for institutional and state policies that would promote judicious uses of
online learning and effective implementation models. This in-depth research work concludes with a call for an online learning implementation research agenda, combining education institutions and research partners in a collaborative effort to generate and share evidence on effective practices.
Articulate Storyline 360: Beyond The Essentials (3rd Edition) May 26 2022 Articulate Storyline 360: Beyond the Essentials: Third Edition Take Your Articulate Storyline eLearning Projects To New Heights With This Step-by-Step Approach to Learning! If you read our beginner Storyline book, "Articulate Storyline 360: The Essentials,
2nd Edition," you already know how to plan eLearning projects, create Articulate Storyline projects from scratch, add interactivity, work with hotspots and triggers, add audio, work with variables, add quizzes, and publish content. So what else could there possibly be to learn about Storyline? Think screen recordings. Think custom themes
and templates. Think motion paths. Think animations and states! Done thinking? We're not. This book covers virtual reality/360-degree images, sliders, dials, forced navigation, random quizzes, and advanced video controls. Using this step-by-step workbook, you'll also learn about adding accessibility to a project, and how to output a
SCORM-compliant content package output appropriate for upload into just about any Learning Management System. This book features: All of the Articulate Storyline projects, images, audio files, and other assets to get started Just download the Storyline 360 free trial software from the Articulate website and jump in! Dozens of step-bystep, hands-on activities Confidence Checks to challenge your new skills Hundreds of supporting screenshots
TechSmith Camtasia 2021 Sep 25 2019 Learn to Use TechSmith Camtasia 2021 Skills in Just One Day! "TechSmith Camtasia 2021: The Essentials" is a hands-on, step-by-step workbook that will introduce you to the essential TechSmith Camtasia skills you need to quickly get up and running with this fantastic eLearning development
tool. Using Camtasia, you can create software video demonstrations and soft skills eLearning videos. This book will teach you how! During the real-world activities in this book, you will learn how to create eLearning projects from scratch. You will learn how to create software video demonstrations using the Camtasia Recorder. You will
use the Camtasia Editor to add animations, record and edit voiceover audio, add graphics, music, annotations, closed captions, quizzes, and how to import slides from existing PowerPoint presentations into a Camtasia project. Learn to export your finished Camtasia projects so they can be accessed by learners using desktop computers,
laptops, tablets, and smartphones. You will also set up published content to be hosted on a web server, LMS, YouTube, and Screencast.com. This book features: All of the Camtasia projects, images, audio files, videos, and other assets needed to get started (Just download and install the free Camtasia 30-day trial from the TechSmith
website and jump in.) Dozens of step-by-step, hands-on activities Confidence Checks to challenge your new skills Hundreds of supporting screenshots
Adobe Captivate 2019: The Essentials (Third Edition) Feb 08 2021 Adobe Captivate 2019: The Essentials (Third Edition) ... a self-paced workbook that teaches the core Adobe Captivate skills "Adobe Captivate 2019: The Essentials (Third Edition)" is a self-paced workbook that teaches the core Captivate 2019 (version 11.5.5) skills
needed to create eLearning courses. You will follow step-by-step instructions and learn how to create a soft-skills lesson from scratch. Then you will learn to record and produce software demonstrations, interactive training simulations, and video demos. By the time you finish working through this fast-paced book, you will know how to
add and modify text captions, images, characters, videos, assets, smart shapes, and more. You will record, import, and edit voiceover audio. You will also further enhance the learner experience by adding interactivity via click boxes, buttons, text entry boxes, and quizzes. Have you already created content using Microsoft PowerPoint?
Don't throw that presentation away. You will learn how to import existing PowerPoint content into Captivate. Last but not least, you will publish a Captivate project as HTML5 so your output can be opened with a web browser by learners on any device, including desktop computers, laptops, tablets, and smartphones. This book features:
Captivate projects, images, audio files, and other assets to get started Dozens of step-by-step, hands-on activities Confidence Checks to challenge your new skills Hundreds of supporting screen shots
Foundations of Instructional and Performance Technology Nov 27 2019 Whether you're studying or practicing in the fields of instructional technology and human performance technology, you need a foundation of knowledge to advance your career. Foundations of Instructional and Performance Technology will provide you with an
overview of principles and practices that is clear and easy-to-understand. This new resource does not offer an exhaustive list of topics. Rather the author selected topics with those fairly new to the field in mind and synthesized a wealth of information from many different sources into one concise text. The book starts with a focus on
instructional technology, then shifts to human performance technology. With this book, youll have the opportunity to learn about ideas of original thinkers like Edward Thorndike, B. F. Skinner, Benjamin Samuel Bloom and more. Youll also have access to extensive references and user-friendly charts and graphs all designed to help you
develop, validate and enhance your practice.
E-learning Uncovered Jun 14 2021 The E-Learning Uncovered series is designed to give you the maximum amount of information in the minimum amount of time. You'll learn about virtually every check box, every menu, and every option in Articulate Storyline 3. But we don't just tell you HOW to check that box or click that menu; we
also tell you WHY you might or might not want to. Brand new users will learn all the basics of how to get started: scenes, slides, graphics, layers, states, questions, and screen recordings. Intermediate users will uncover the more powerful tools to create advanced interactions: actions, variables, and conditions-all in one book! Everyone
will benefit from the special tips and insider secrets that let you do more and save time. Look for: Design Tips: instructional design, graphic design, and usability tips that give you insight on how to implement the different features of the software. Power Tips: advanced tips and secrets that can help you take your production to the next
level. Time Savers: software shortcuts and ways to streamline your production efforts and save you time. Bright Ideas: special explanations and ideas for getting more out of the software. Cautions: "lessons learned the hard way" that you can use to avoid common problems. Web Resources: the free companion website includes useful
resources such as reference guides and practice files.
Fundamentals of International Aviation Aug 05 2020 International aviation is a massive and complex industry that is crucial to our global economy and way of life. Designed for the next generation of aviation professionals, Fundamentals of International Aviation, second edition, flips the traditional approach to aviation education. Instead
of focusing on one career in one country, it introduces readers to the air transport sector on a global scale with a broad view of all the interconnected professional groups. This text provides a foundation of ‘how aviation works’ in preparation for any career in the field (including regulators, maintenance engineers, pilots, flight attendants,
airline and airport managers, dispatchers, and air traffic controllers, among many others). Each chapter introduces a different cross-section of the industry, from air law to operations, security to environmental impacts. A variety of learning tools are built into each chapter, including 24 case studies that describe an aviation accident related
to each topic. This second edition adds new learning features, geographic representation from Africa, a new chapter on economics, full-color illustrations, and updated and enhanced online resources. This accessible and engaging textbook provides a foundation of industry awareness that will support a range of aviation careers. It also
offers current air transport professionals an enriched understanding of the practices and challenges that make up the rich fabric of international aviation.
E-Learning Uncovered Nov 19 2021 The E-Learning Uncovered series is designed to give you the maximum amount of information in the minimum amount of time. You'll learn about virtually every check box, every menu, and every option in Articulate Storyline 2. But we don't just tell you HOW to check that box or click that menu;
we also tell you WHY you might or might not want to. Brand new users will learn all the basics of how to get started: scenes, slides, graphics, layers, states, questions, and screen recordings. Intermediate users will uncover the more powerful tools to create advanced interactions: actions, variables, and conditions—all in one book!
Everyone will benefit from the special tips and insider secrets that let you do more and save time. Look for: Design Tips: instructional design, graphic design, and usability tips that give you insight on how to implement the different features of the software. Power Tips: advanced tips and secrets that can help you take your production to
the next level. Time Savers: software shortcuts and ways to streamline your production efforts and save you time. Bright Ideas: special explanations and ideas for getting more out of the software. Cautions: “lessons learned the hard way” that you can use to avoid common problems. Web Resources: the free companion website includes
useful resources such as reference guides and practice files.
Mastering Articulate Storyline Sep 17 2021 Build up your e-learning development skills with Articulate Storyline About This Book Develop interactive e-learning projects using advanced techniques Impress your clients and/or audience with out-of-the-box interactions Step-by-step walkthroughs provide practical solutions Who This Book
Is For This book is for anyone experienced in using the basic functions of Articulate Storyline who are yearning to learn more. It's designed to provide a brief overview of key concepts, to help you refresh your knowledge of common functions, and teach you how to push Storyline to the limit! What You Will Learn Familiarize yourself
with best practices for e-learning development Review key Storyline concepts before diving in deep with development Discover new ways of working within Storyline to extend slide content and enhance interactivity Personalize your story with advanced variable-based interactions See how JavaScript can be used in your stories to do
some really neat things Assess your learners using customized assessment options and find out how to troubleshoot common issues Customize the learning experience by modifying the player properties and publishing settings Customize your story and prepare it for publishing In Detail Storyline is a powerful e-learning authoring tool that
allows you to take your creativity to the next level. However, more often than not, projects don't require such complex interactions, leaving Storyline's full capabilities untapped. This book will provide you with the information you need to take your Storyline development up a notch by leveraging the full suite of possibilities Storyline has
to offer. You will be provided with a refresher of the key concepts before we take you deep into the exciting world of enhanced interactivity, variables, and even some JavaScript—oh my! With downloadable activities, you can either follow along and compare your output, use the activities as they are, modify the activities to suit your own

needs, or reverse-engineer the activities to better understand how they were developed. Style and approach You'll get hands-on working with project files that were created with you in mind. As you move through each chapters, the practical, step-by-step approach will get you using some of the more advanced features of Storyline to create
polished and snazzy interactions.
Cracking Thai Fundamentals Oct 07 2020 Stuart Jay Raj has developed a suite of hand and body signs, glyphs, colourful stories and exercises that will help learners of Thai lay down a new linguistic and cultural operating system for their mind and body. Rather than awkwardly superimpose a new language over the top of the pre-existing
non-Thai sound and meaning system of your mother tongue, Cracking Thai Fundamentals will teach you to think about language, culture and meanings, produce meanings, speak, read and react in Thai in a way that much more resembles the way Thais think about and produce their language themselves.
E-learning Methodologies Jun 02 2020 The "E-Learning Methodologies" guide will support professionals involved in the design and development of e-learning projects and products. The guide reviews the basic concepts of e-learning with a focus on adult learning, and introduces the various activities and roles involved in an e-learning
project. The guide covers methodologies and tips for creating interactive content and for facilitating online learning, as well as some of the technologies used to create and deliver e-learning.
Articulate Storyline Essentials Apr 12 2021 This book is for intended for all those interested in working with Storyline to develop engaging e-learning projects. With a user-friendly interface, you don't need any prior experience with Storyline to create and publish your first project.
Articulate Storyline Essentials Jun 26 2022 This book is for intended for all those interested in working with Storyline to develop engaging e-learning projects. With a user-friendly interface, you don't need any prior experience with Storyline to create and publish your first project.
E-Learning Uncovered Aug 29 2022 This 2021 edition has been updated with 50 new pages to include the latest features in Storyline 360. The E-Learning Uncovered series is designed to give you the maximum amount of information in the minimum amount of time. You'll learn about virtually every check box, every menu, and every
option in Articulate Storyline 360. But we don't just tell you HOW to check that box or click that menu; we also tell you WHY you might or might not want to. Brand new users will learn all the basics of how to get started: scenes, slides, graphics, layers, states, questions, and screen recordings. Intermediate users will uncover the more
powerful tools to create advanced interactions: actions, variables, and conditions-all in one book! Everyone will benefit from the special tips and insider secrets that let you do more and save time. Look for: Design Tips: instructional design, graphic design, and usability tips that give you insight on how to implement the different features
of the software. Power Tips: advanced tips and secrets that can help you take your production to the next level. Time Savers: software shortcuts and ways to streamline your production efforts and save you time. Bright Ideas: special explanations and ideas for getting more out of the software. Cautions: "lessons learned the hard way" that
you can use to avoid common problems. Web Resources: the free companion website includes useful resources such as reference guides and practice files. This edition features Storyline 360 version 3.49.24347.0.
Michael Allen's Guide to e-Learning Mar 24 2022 Explore effective learning programs with the father of e-learning Michael Allen's Guide to e-Learning: Building Interactive, Fun, and Effective Learning Programs for Any Company, Second Edition presents best practices for building interactive, fun, and effective online learning
programs. This engaging text offers insight regarding what makes great e-learning, particularly from the perspectives of motivation and interactivity, and features history lessons that assist you in avoiding common pitfalls and guide you in the direction of e-learning success. This updated edition also considers changes in technology and
tools that facilitate the implementation of the strategies, guidelines, and techniques it presents. E-learning has experienced a surge in popularity over the past ten years, with education professionals around the world leveraging technology to facilitate instruction. From hybrid courses that integrate technology into traditional classroom
instruction to full online courses that are conducted solely on the internet, a range of e-learning models is available. The key to creating a successful e-learning program lies in understanding how to use the tools at your disposal to create an interactive, engaging, and effective learning experience. Gain a new perspective on e-learning, and
how technology can facilitate education Explore updated content, including coverage regarding learner interface, gamification, mobile learning, and individualization Discuss the experiences of others via targeted case studies, which cover good and not so good e-learning projects Understand key concepts through new examples that
reinforce essential ideas and demonstrate their practical application Michael Allen's Guide to e-Learning: Building Interactive, Fun, and Effective Learning Programs for Any Company, Second Edition is an essential resource if you are studying for the e-Learning Instructional Design Certificate Program.
E-Learning Uncovered: Adobe Captivate 2019 Aug 17 2021 Beginning, intermediate, and even advanced tips--all in one book!The E-Learning Uncovered series is designed to give you the maximum amount of information in the minimum amount of time. You'll learn about virtually every check box, every menu, and every option in
Adobe Captivate 2019 for PC. But we don't just tell you HOW to check that box or click that menu (that's the easy part), we also tell you WHY you might or might not want to.Brand new users will walk step-by-step through every aspect of building great e-learning in Captivate. Intermediate users will learn how to use more advanced
features, such as effects, actions, variables, and advanced actions--all in one book! Everyone will benefit from the special tips and insider secrets that let you do more and save time. Look for: Design Tips: instructional design, graphic design, and usability tips that give you insight on how to implement the different features of the software.
- Power Tips: advanced tips and secrets that can help you take your production to the next level. - Time Savers: software shortcuts and ways to streamline your production efforts and save you time. - Bright Ideas: special explanations and ideas for getting more out of the software. - Cautions: "lessons learned the hard way" that you can use
to avoid common problems. - Web Resources: the free companion website includes useful resources such as reference guides and practice files.Plus, a detailed table of contents and comprehensive index make it easy to look up exactly what you need.
Learning Articulate Storyline Oct 31 2022 This book provides one-on-one tutoring to help you quickly get up to speed with the basics while also learning how to best apply Storyline features in the context of the work you do.If you're an e-learning developer, writer, designer, subject matter expert, or all or any one of these, this book is
for you. This book is not just for novices, but also for seasoned developers, transitioning from PowerPoint and Articulate Studio '09, and for those who are already working with Storyline.
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